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Your comments
I wish to confirm my strong objection to the application by Dunecht Estates to build up to 2500
houses on the land currently being farmed by Whitestone Farm next to Mason Lodge South of the
A944.
I have many reasons for this objection.
First of all the land is good agrible farmland, over the years many farms and steading have been lost
to the development of Westhill there are other sites that should be considered before laying waste
valuable land furthermore years ago when our family applied for a planning application in the Mason
Lodge we were told on several occasion that this was greenbelt land which would never be built
apon, it beggars believe this this policy can be overlooked to the highest bidder whenever new
housing schemes are to be built.
The infrastructure in this area would not support this influx of individuals to the area, new
schools/roads/services would also have to be considered. We have made several complaints
regarding the safety of the roads in around the mason lodge this would only compact to the
problem. This area is a serious accident waiting to happen so far nithingnhas been done to address
this problem.
The other thing worth considering is the main oil/gas pipeline which lies through this area towards
the pumping Station at garlogie. This i would assume would have to be diverted at a considerable
cost.
Also in the fields behind mason lodge there was ancient human remains/tomb found by my
grandfather and a neighbour, these used to be on display at marcial college and was noted as an
area of historic interest.
Other residents in this area like myself object strongly to this planning application and the
descimation of this countryside/green belt area. Westhill and the surrounding area are at maximum
capacity now with the amount of new homes and industrial areas built as of late often ruining good
working ground for the sake of greed and opportunity.
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